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Wherever the three-headed and six-armed Su Zimo passed, broken limbs flew everywhere. It was

as if he had entered a no-man's land. He cut the Supremes into pieces and charged out a bloody

path!

The Supremes of the myriad races, no one could block Su Zimo's sword!

Many Supremes were willing to gather under the Five Great Sacred Grounds mainly to protect

themselves.

But now, the Supremes of the myriad races saw that they would lose their lives against Su Zimo.

Who would be stupid enough to rush forward and die?

Although the opportunity to join the Sacred Grounds was precious, one had to be alive!

Su Zimo held the Avici and Netherworld Swords in his hands and started a massacre, causing a

rain of blood. It had indeed caused a huge impact and shock to the Supremes of the myriad races!

In just a dozen breaths of time, the number of Sovereign Stage experts blocking his path had

already thinned out.

Most of the Supremes avoided him.

This scene looked extremely strange.

It was clearly an army of 300,000 Supremes, but they were forcefully dispersed by a figure.

In the eyes of the living beings from all over the world, this scene was even more shocking. Dozens

of Supremes gathered together, like a torrent of steel, but they were forcefully cut off by someone!

Supreme Gu Sha and the other experts of the Five Great Sacred Grounds did not take Su Zimo

seriously at all.

Back then, Su Zimo..,

Only dared to hide in the Chaos Sacred Ground..,

Relying on that Chaos Array to fight the enemy.

In their opinion, even if Su Zimo had stepped into the Dao Controlling Realm, he was still two

realms away from them.

Moreover, they still had hundreds of thousands of Supremes under their command!

With a single order..,

Even if it was a battle of attrition, they could still exhaust him to death!

But Supreme Gu Sha and the others..,

Had still underestimated Su Zimo, underestimated the terror of the Avici and Netherworld Swords!

Wherever the sword passed..,

It was invincible!

Su Zimo followed the sword,

He tore through the crowd and drove straight in,

Not long after..,

He had already arrived in front of Supreme Gu Sha and the others!

It came too quickly!

When Supreme Gu Sha and the others realized that something was wrong, they had already met

Su Zimo.

The Supremes of the Sacred Grounds did not dare to be careless. They all released their Qi and

blood to control the Great Dao,

They took out their Dao weapons..,

They attacked Su Zimo from all sides!

As members of the Holy Land, they had no choice but to accept.

Naturally, he would not retreat so easily.

Furthermore,

The Supreme-Being experts of the Five Great Holy Lands.

In total, there were thousands of them!

There were no forces involved.

To be able to contend against it.

Not to mention Su Zimo, who was alone.

Facing the siege of so many Sovereigns of the Holy Land, Qin Wentian had no choice but to take

action.

Su Zimo did not stop walking.

The aura in his body rose once again, and his strength soared.

His eyes were like torches as he shouted, "You want my life?

You guys are still far from it! "

Su Zimo also controlled the Chaos Great Dao.

Strands of Chaos Qi surrounded his body and attached themselves to the Avici and Netherworld

swords.

The three-headed and six-armed Su Zimo.

Once again, he charged into the crowd!

Against the supreme experts of other races, Su Zimo did not even release the Great Dao of Chaos.

If it weren't for the fact that there were too many Supreme Martial Artists,

He was only relying on his body and bloodline that had fused with the three lotuses.

It was enough to sweep through them.

Now, against the various Holy Land Supremes, Su Zimo released the Great Dao of Chaos and

unleashed his strength to the extreme!

Clang clang clang!

Puff puff puff!

The Dao weapons of the various Holy Land Supremes.

They could not block the sharpness of the Avici and Netherworld swords.

No matter what divine weapon it was, when it collided with it.

It would either break directly.

Or shatter into pieces!

The Great Dao controlled by the various supreme experts was also forcefully cut off by Su Zimo's

two swords!

When he was at the perfected Dao Comprehension realm, if he wanted to break through the

supreme expert's Great Dao, Su Zimo had to use the Spirit Potency Art to summon Wu Dao's true

body to find the flaws and weaknesses of the other party's Great Dao.

After stepping into the Dao Manipulation realm.

Su Zimo relied on his own strength.

He could use the Avici and Netherworld swords to cut off the other party's Great Dao!

Blood filled the air.

It dyed the sky red.

Even the Supremes of the sacred grounds could not defend against Su Zimo's attacks.

Su Zimo charged forward as if he was cutting melons and vegetables.

The various Holy Land Supremes were completely defeated. They wailed like ghosts and howled

like wolves.

Supreme Gu Sha had also become the soul of Su Zimo's swordsman.

Although there were many Supremes, when they saw this scene, their faces were filled with shock.

Their faces were pale, and a chill rose from the bottom of their hearts. How could they dare to

rashly step forward?

Even the lives of the supreme experts of the five Holy Lands were like grass under Su Zimo's

sword. Even if they swarmed forward.

It would probably not be enough!

In fact.

If these more than 300,000 supreme experts were really fearless of death and constantly besieged.

Su Zimo would not be able to hold on.

After all, he was only at the initial stage of the Dao Manipulation realm. No matter how strong

Qinglian's body was, her strength was not endless.

There was no end.

Unfortunately, the Supremes of the ten thousand races were completely stunned by Su Zimo's

killing methods just now!

At this moment, all the Supreme experts were praying that Su Zimo would not find them. Who

would dare to rashly challenge Su Zimo?

"Isn't this too strong?"

"As expected of the Master of Chaos, so powerful!"

When the human Supremes saw this scene, their faces were filled with shock and their mouths

agape.

They were already shocked when Die Yue rushed over and joined the battlefield. She controlled the

Great Dao of Wind and fought against the supreme experts of the four directions.

However, the man named Su Zimo had single-handedly slaughtered his way through an army of

300,000 Supreme Martial Artists!

The Supreme-Beings of the Five Great Holy Lands had all been beaten by him until they threw

away their helmets and armor, suffering a crushing defeat!

In the end, no one dared to step forward!

A large bloody zone was formed around Su Zimo. Other than him standing with his sword, everyone

else was dead on the spot!

Under the Avici and Netherworld swords, there were no casualties, only dead souls!

On the other side, Su Zimo was invincible and killed his way through the five Holy Lands, reducing

the pressure on Die Yue, the fisherman and the other Supremes of the human race.

The Supreme Beings of the various races who were initially besieging them could not help but think

about it. This blood-robed woman came hand in hand with the Master of Chaos. If they hurt her,

wouldn't the Master of Chaos want their lives?

The attacks of the Supreme-Being experts also gradually became restrained, as they were afraid of

hurting Die Yue. Their attacks gradually weakened.

"This Dao companion of yours is truly ferocious …"

The chef panted and could not help but praise with a hearty laugh. "When we return to the village,

I'll cook a table full of delicious dishes for you guys!"

Near Xuan Mi Mountain.

Many of the human cultivators were elated at the sight of this.

The Supreme Beings of the ten thousand races gathered together with a terrifying aura that

suppressed them to the point of suffocation.

Despair was the only thing left in their hearts when they saw that hundreds of human Supreme

Beings were about to be wiped out.

To think that the situation would be reversed the moment a man and woman entered the forbidden

zone of time and space!

Saints Jiang Chao and Hui Ming heaved a sigh of relief as well.

The guilt in their hearts lessened when they saw that hundreds of human Supreme Beings could be

saved.

"Those two fellow Daoists are unfamiliar and weren't famous previously. To think that they would

possess such frightening combat strength! It's truly the fortune of the human race!"

"He's the Master of Chaos and the Plant race. What does he have to do with the human race?"

"How is he unrelated? He's a Dao companion of the human race and is on our side. Furthermore, I

have a feeling that I've seen those two somewhere before. They seem especially familiar. "

"To be honest, I find them familiar as well. Who knows, I might have met them once before."

"Stop flattering yourselves!"

A series of laughter came from the crowd and everyone's initially tense nerves gradually relaxed.

Lin Xuanji was the only one who murmured softly, "It's normal to be familiar …"
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